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SJSU tennis team is looking to up
its rank in the WAC conference.
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Face the facts:
Construction at this
campus will never end.
Opinion, 3
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Radio
station
recruits
students

1

By Kami Nguyen
DAILY STAFF WRITER
A new semester marks another three-week long recruiting
period for KSJS, San Jose State
University’s radio station.
Nick Martinez, general manager of the station, said to help
promote the station and what it
does, KSJS plans to host events
such as live on-campus broadcasting and performances. A
table near the Student Union has
KSJS students handing out fliers
and answering questions anyone
may have about the station. The
recruitment is scheduled to last
until Feb. 12.
Michelle Robles, the station’s
promotions director, said that
getting the students attention is
the hardest part.
"Sometimes I’m handing them
a flier and asking them if they
know about KSJS and they just
walk away and say ‘no thank
you,’" she said. ’Everyone thinks
that we’re either asking for
money or selling something."
She said all she needs to do is
reach one person a day and sha
would feel like she’s done her job.
Martinez said the radio station offers a variety of opportunities for students of any major. He
also said that it’s not just for students who want to be disc jockeys
or correspondents on the air.
"Around 35 percent of what
goes on at the station is behindthe-scenes," he said. "Students
can review music, have a say in
what goes on the air or run and
maint,ain the office."
Robles said a lot of the students enjoy the live broadcast,
which started last spring. "We
bring all of our gear out near the
Music building and start broadcasting live," she said. ’Then we
grab people walking by and ask
them if they want to be on the
radio."
Tunefuls, Martinez explained,
are live performances that will
See
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Is the New Associated
Students computer lab
beneficial to SJSU?
- Opinion, 2

Best
book
prices
sought
By Michelle Giluso
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Club Puck players battle over a hocicey puck at the bottom of
the pool at San Jose State University’s Aquatic Center on Sunday
night. ’Three times each week, the club lays mats and goal mark-

Chrot.t Kiti.skej Dadj Staff
ers on the pool’s bottom for their underwater hockey matches and
practice sessions.

Undervvater hockey club finds home at the bottom of SJSU’s Aquatic Center pool
By Karol Nguyen
DAILY STAFF WRITF.R

From the Aquatic Center
came the faint sound of music,
which turned out to be the background for Thursday night’s
underwater hockey practice.
As synchronized swimmers
practiced their routine to
Beethoven’s "Ode to Joy," the
members of Club Puck, an
underwater hockey team in the

Sweeney Hall
gets new desks
By Ali hard
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Students who have classes in
Sweeney Hall may have noticed
the new desks that have been
placed in most of the major classes on the second and third floor.
The desks, which are gray in
color and have wide seats with
more desk space, are a great
relief to some students who have
taken classes in the building
before.
’They were horrible. Uncomfortable," said Jasmin Dela Cruz,
a senior in the child development
program, remembering her experience with the old chairs. ’The
new ones look kind of spacey, but
it’s OK because they’re comfortable. My books and binder fit on
the table."
The new chairs were brought
in by Facilities Development and
Operations, which handles the
updating of new buildings.
Michael Miller, the associate
dean of the College of Education
the college that schedules
was
many classes in Sweeney
in charge of choosing the chairs.
"Basically, the provost (Marshall Goodman) toured Sweeney
Hall during his interview, and at

2-3
4

some point following that, a decision was made to purchase new
chairs for several of the conunon
university classrooms: Miller said.
When the new chairs were put
in the building by Facilities
Development and Operations,
there were complaints by some
professors who said they didn’t
have enough chairs in their classrooms for their students.
"At the beginning of every
semester, we have a list from
scheduling of how many students
are going to be in the class. We
have a number based on fire martial standards," said Dennis Suit,
manager of grounds and transportation.
"Some professors like to have
more people in their classrooms.
Generally they match up, but
people pull chairs from other
classrooms," he said.
Suit said his crew removed
500 of the old chairs, 250 which
were removed in three days
before the beginning of the
semester and "recycled" to two
different school districts.
One hundred were thrown
away because of their broken
seats and tables. The rest were
put into storage.

set DESKS, Page 6

Bay Area, were showing up for
their night of practice at San
Jose State University.
Kendall Banks, a member of
Club Puck, as well as the national director for underwater hockey, has been playing for more
than 20 years.
He said he first played at the
University of Illinois in the ’70s
and later moved to the Bay Area
and played at Ohlone College in
Fremont in the 1980s. Banks

said he then started playing
with Club Puck in San Jose in
1997 and has continued since.
"We have the world championships every two years and 15
different countries participate in
it," Banks said. He also said that
although underwater hockey is a
growing sport throughout the
world, it is still "an obscure
sport."
"We are always looking for
new people," he said. "We play

year-round and all anyone has to
do if they’re interested is contact
me or the pool."
Banks also said that Club
Puck is one of the strongest clubs
in the nation, taking second
place at a three-day tournament
in Texas two weeks ago.
"For big tournaments we usually get a strong team together,
but we do have a mixture (of difPage 5
See
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Students may find it cheaper
to buy their books at the Spartan
Bookstore, said Tony Sanjume,
the Spartan Bookstore’s textbook
manager.
There are bookstores available, including those online,
which compete to offer students
the best prices.
"Spartan Boolcstore offers a
price guarantee for textbooks
that may be found cheaper elsewhere," Sanjume said.
In order to receive the price
guarantee, Sanjume said students must purchase their books
from the Spartan Bookstore, but
can fill out a form to receive the
price difference, as long as they
can prove the cheaper prices
from an altemative retailer.
The Spartan Boolcstore also
provides students with a better
guarantee that the books will be
in stock, he said.
"’We are more likely to have
the correct book on the shelf,"
Sanjume said.
The Spartan Bookstore carries a larger quantity of the
required textbooks, while online
and other bookstores may not
carry all of the specific books
needed, Sanjume said.
Students can also purchase
their textbooks at the Spartan
Bookstore’s Web site, spartanbookstore.com, where students
can order their books and then
pick them up in the store or have
them delivered for a small shipping fee.
Any difference in any textbook prices of Spartan Bookstore’s books, whether online or
on the shelf, will be honored,
Sanjume said.
Jolisa Espinoza, a speech communications major, said that the
Spartan Bookstore is convenient
because of its location.
Senior Regina Wong agreed.
See
Page 6
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Recycling bins help dorms cut down on waste
By Rickee Hill
DAILY STAFF WRITER

When it comes to trash,
dorm students have two
choices. The first is to put
garbage in its place and the
second to put recyclable
garbage in the newly adopted
bins in the dorm vicinity.
Walking to and from class,
a student may be confronted
by people handing out fliers
soliciting pizza for half price
or glossy cards promoting the
newest dance club in town.
These items can be put to
good use if discarded in the
proper location.
Darrin Grosch, an environmental studies major and
president of the student-run
environmental group, Helping Our Planet Earth, is also
a resident adviser in Moulder
Hall.
He said the club is promoting student use of the recycling program.
"I want to educate students," Grosch said. "It is my
vision that Helping Our Planet Earth, or HOPE, will be a
place were residents can
speak up and voice their
views about the halls they
live in."
Grosch said he encourages
students to be active in the
recycling program and hopes
they learn more, "about the
community that surrounds us
and about the world we

inhabit."
"Helping Our Planet Earth
will provide the opportunity
and the support to put (student) visions into actions," he
said.
According to the Web site
www.ciwmb.ca.gov/ProjRecycle/AB75/ of the Integrated
Waste Management Board, a
bill titled AB 75 (Strom-Martin, 1999) was passed and
went into effect on Jan. 1,
2000. New provisions were
added to the Public Resources
Code (PRO that mandated
each state agency or large
facility to meet two requirements. The first involved
developing an integrated
waste management plan by
July 1, 2000. The second was
to divert at least 25 percent of
its solid waste from landfills
or transformation facilities 631
Jan. 1, 2002, and 50 percent
by Jan. 1, 2004.
San Jose State University
residents saw the first recycling bins in November 2001.
In conjunction with SJSUs
housing department, the bins
were funded and ready to use.
See
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Alonzo Rodriguez takes a
trip to the new recycling
bins outside of Joe West
Hall.
/van Kashiruky / Daily Staff
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Is the new Associated Students computier lab beneficial to SJSU?
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While the means weren’t the best, the
ends resulted in Associated Students
producing SJSU’s best computer lab

New lab is nothing more than A.S.
pulling the wool over students’ eyes;
promises should be kept

Associated Students has fibbed fiscally, sidestepped
promises and pacified student concerns on its way to
creating the best computer lab on campus.
With 100 computers,
it is located on the
third floor of the Student Union and,
thanks to the $18
that you’ve been paying since 2000, the
new lab is complete
with both PCs and
Macs.
In fact, Fm sort of
DAILY S’EAFF WRITER
reluctant to get the
word out because it rnight turn into another Washington
Square Hall.
But unlike that stuffy basement room without windows, there is plenty of circulating air with comfortable
breathing space between you and your neighbor.
As I write this, I feel a cool breeze from a nearby
vent and look around to see students working in an
environment more like a serenely lit Kinko’s than an
experimental rat lab. No one’s drinking from plastic
bottles here.
This college is touted as a "metropolitan university,"
and it’s been a long time coming for such a state-of-the-art
computer lab. Unlike Washington Square Hall, this one
requires you to log on with a password, which enables you to create personal settings and you don’t
even have to save everything on a disk.
You can gar? save it to the desktop.
It’s personal. It’s spacious. For only $18
a semester, A.S. should make all computer
labs this efficient and accessible.
So what’s the deal?
The big controversy stems from the fee
increase. Because of California State University
system regulations, it was required that a certain
percentage of the fee increase go to financial aid
programs. After the increase, $6 of the $18 was
allotted for this purpose. But then, right before the
2000 election, a statewide rule was passed that st,ated the extra financial aid fees were not necessary.
Since then, A.S. has not made an effort to adjust
the fees, nor refund the money to students.
The amount of money gleaned from students, during the last two years, has come to almost $2 million.
Each computer, according to a senior student assistant, built at cost, was about $1,000. You do the
math.
Now if only A.S. could find a way to raise confidence in the student body, we wouldn’t object to the
raised fees. It’s not the money that’s under scrutiny:
it’s our student government. We feel duped. They promised us an 24-hour computer
lab, and where is it?
OK, maybe they were selling the 24-hour lab hard back in 2000, but the
administration probably had good intentions back then to provide it. Since that
time, the administration has changed, apathy is on the rise to dubious levels and
internal conflict is the norm.
Indifference and lack of concern for campus progress among students can encourage, if not parallel, lazy politics. We can’t very well expect an uproar against the A.S
government when there was so little concern for it four semesters ago.
The Associated Student Computer Lab is a result of a vote made by 62.6 percent of 5 percent of the student body. In other words, about 1,400 out of 27,000 students voted for this lab.
As far as not having a technician on duty, it seems that with 15 student assistants, most of
whom are computer science or graphic design majors, most questions can be answered. However as
of press time, they were in the process of interviewing several candidates for the technical position.
According to Joe Gonzalez, a senior student assistant, "Most of what students hear is that we’re not
open 24 hours, but it’s a shame because there are so many pluses."
OK, they aren’t open past midnight, but according to Gonzalez, it is rare that students stay past 11
p.m. He said he even gives students plenty of warning before closing.
The A.S. government burden that goes along with the $800 to $1,000 per month stipend is real: The
board representatives must live up to their promises, even when inheriting some other administrations
problems.
Just as I am willing to be held accountable for an error found in one of my articles, so should A.S. take
fiscal responsibility for the blundering of student fees.
But in the meantime, enjoy the computer lab, it’s here for you.
Mustration by Dawn Bocack
Anna Bakalis is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Associated Students may say that the new computer services center on the third
floor of the Student Union is beneficial for the entire student body. That, however, would be just another smoke and mirrors act put on by our student government.
In March of 2000, San Jose State University students voted for Meastwe P,
which promised us a state-of-the-art computer lab with 100 stations, technical
support, and 24-hour use of the lab.
Thday after almost two years of
waiting the computer lab contains
100 computer stations, only 65 laptops
for rent, and is not open 24 hours, as it
was originally promised.
So how can the computer lab possibly
benefit the estimated 27,000 students that attend SJSU?
For the past four semesters, students have been paying $18, approximately
.
$1.9 million total, to implement this computer lab.
A California State University policy, Executive Order 661, require one-third or
$6 of any fee increase to be direct,ed toward financial aid programs, A.S. scholarships,
work study, etc.
Nine days before the 2000 A.S. election, CSU trustees met at San Jose State
University and decided to repeal Executive Order 661.
A.S. decided to keep the entire $18 fee it charged to every student who pap,
tuition.
They have managed to accumulate more than one million dollars of our
money
So why are A.S. officials complaining that due to a lack of fmancing, the
lab can’t stay open later than the Student Union?
Just what are they doing with our
money?
Well, we know that A.S. used some
of the money to remodel the University House, where the computer lab
was originally intended to be.
We know that they are misusing
the funds that are intended for the
improvement of the computer lab.
If those funds were used to sustain a 24-hour computer lab, students would at least get what
they are supposed to be paying
for.
Instead we get charged 15
cents for each printed page.
Instead we get charged to rent a
laptop
Instead we get charged to have our
personal computers fixed.
They are milking even more money from
us, and they still cannot provide 24-hour computer service?
Twenty-four-hour computer access would also benefit many students who do not
have their own personal computers, printers, or Internet access.
Procrastinators will also benefit from a 24-hour computer lab, which
will enable them to work well into the wee hours of the morning
punching out homework and term papers. But in all honesty, who
doesn’t have computer access these days?
Between homes, jobs and other campus labs, how many of
our 27,000 students are hurting to find a place to use a computer?
With numerous computer labs on campus, including a lab
specifically for those in the dorrns, is there a better use for all
this money that we’ve given to A.S. for the past two ye,ars?
a
ObS’
A.S. is going to continue to get away with finagling our
2o01
money as long as we continue to do nothing.
Students must make A.S. accountable for every penny that is
charged to our tuition fees.
Making the student government accountable for our money will force it to continue to improve the comput,er
lab, and its services.
Students must demand more computers, especially PCs, so students don’t have to continue to wait in lines to
use them.
If the computer lab does not continue to expand, as it should, then some students will not benefit because of
its lack of resources.
If A.S. cannot keep the promises it made almost two years, students will continue to be taken advantage of
If A.S. continues not to pour money into the computer lab, then students must demand their money back.

IT’S PERSONAL .

IT’S SPACIOUS.
FOR ONLY $18

PER SEMESTER,
A.S. SHOULD
MAKE ALL
COMPUTER LABS
THIS EFFICIENT
AND ACCESSIBLE.

TALKING HEADS

I haven’t been to it, but I
am sure it is. Before there was
a lack of computer access."
Bridgett O’Shea
senior
liberal studies

ug
I couldn’t say. I haven’t
used IC

-- Patrick Roth
junior
animation

is the A.S

THEY ARE
MILKING EVEN
MORE MONEY
FROM US AND
THEY STILL
CANNOT PROVIDE
24 -HOUR
COMPUTER
SERVICE?

Michelle Giluso is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

computer lab beneficial to the campus?

/AI
T eah. You can do your
homework. A lot of homework
requires computers."
Janice Lee
freshman
computer science

"Definitely. It’s very benetidal for the student. People
are here all day."
Sarah Beams
senior
dance

compiled by Andrew Bollinger / photos by Andrea Scott

/Iv
eah, but I personally
don’t use it I bet it would help
a lot."
Ryan

McCleary
freshman
aviation

uv
T eah. There’s a lot more
computers, and less of a
wait."
Veronica Navarro
sophomore
engineering
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the office at 116 Paseo De San Antonio For
more information, call James at 907-6544

SJSU’s never ending struggles
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you’ve made it to class.
SoDidn’t park in the
garage, of course, maybe
you took advantage of the
McDonald’s lot or the towaway zone behind Jack in the
Box.
Regardless of how students
find parking on campus,
there’s another trend as popular as not being able to find a
parking spot construction.
Being that this is San Jose
State University, this shouldn’t surprise anyone.
I’ve been here for four
years, and I have never seen
the school during a period
where there wasn’t some kind
of construction going on.
We’ve all seen it before.
Fences litter the campus,
making it look trashier than
rolling trash bags and Burger
King wrappers could.
Seemingly random fences
surround the Music building.
They enclose lawn on the side
of the building, but nothing is
being done there.
There are no spots being
dug up, there are no construction workers
there is no
sign of anything, for that matter.
Maybe the fences are hanging out to make the campus
look better.

Maybe the fences were put
up just in case something
needs to be fixed in that area
during the near future.
Maybe
the
university
bought too many fences.
Whatever the reason, it’s
made the campus a maze.
Need to get to Hugh Gillis
Hall?
You’re going to have to take
the roundabout way, by either
braving life or limb by the
construction at the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., Joint Library
or from behind Clark Library.
People can’t even walk on
the grass by Morris Dailey
Auditorium anymore.
Last semester, "Keep off
the grass" signs littered the
lawn.
This semester, the grass is
gone a sacrifice to the construction gods in a project
called Infrastructure II.
The part that amuses me
most isn’t that the grass is
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gone and the area looks like a
wasteland in the middle of
campus.
It’s that they had those stupid signs up all last semester.
What was the point of the
signs if the university was
just going to tear up the area
anyway?
No amount of student traffic could hope to do that much
damage. And after the rain,
the whole area is just a huge
sludge puddle anyway.
Maybe it’s a trend: Wherever the university posts keep
off the grass signs is the next
construction zone.
It doesn’t really matter
though, because there will
always be something under
construction.
This summer the red brick
dorms are supposed to be torn
down. Whether that actually
happens remains to be seen.
What will that mean for
SJSU students?
More traffic, a harder time
finding a place to live and
more construction.
Welcome to Silicon Valley’s
metropolitan university, it’s a
nice place to hang your hard hat.

Wednesday
Associated Students G
meat
Spring 2002 elections
Interested in running for student govern.
ment? Pick up a candidate application at the
A.S. house to find out more information. All
candidates must attend one of the three
scheduled meetings, Feb 5 from 5.30 p m to
6:30 p.m. in the Pacifica Room, Feb. 6 from
1 30 p.m. to 2.30 p.m. in the Pacifica Room, or
Feb. 14 from 4 p.m. to 5 p m. the Council
Chambers. Application deadline is Friday Feb
15 by 5 p.m. Call 924-5950 for more information.
School of Art & Design
Student gallery exhibitions from 10 a ni
to 4 p.m. today through Friday in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings For more info,
matIon, contact John or Nicole at 924.4330
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgen.
der Alliance
Club meeting at 5 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. in the
Almaden room of the Student Union. For
more information, e-mail
glbtatFemail.sjsu.edu.

Michelle Jew is a Spartan
Daily production editor
"Spoiled" appears Wednesdays.

Urban Planning Coalition
Potluck at 6 p m in the urban planning

lounge in Washington Square Hall, Room 218.
MI urban planning, environmental studies
and geography students are invited. Bring
something to share. For more information,
call Irvin 924-5882.
Reach Program
Re-Entry and commuter help program
Success at SJSU workshop and brown bag
lunch Munchies from noon to 12:30 p.m.,
workshop from 12.30 p.m to 1 15 p m in the
Pacheco room of the Student Union For more
information, contact Jane Boyd at 924-5950
Study Abroad Office
Study Abroad information meeting at
noon in the Guadalupe room of the Student
Union Applications due Feb 8th For more
information, contact Dave Rudel at 924-5931
Movimento Estudiantil Chicano de AztIan
Weekly general meetings addressing Chicano issues and making familia at 6 p m in
the Chicano Library Resource Center, Module
A. For more information. contact Adnana
Garcia at 250-9245
City Year
Long-sleeve shirt drive for migrant farm
workers in Florida. Begins today through Feb.
28 Bring donations to the box at Mosaic or to

One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
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Spartan Basketball
SJSU men versus the University of Texas-El
Pa. at 7:30 p.m. in the Event Center Frxe
admission for students with a Tower Card
Study Abroad Office
Study Abroad information meeting at
noon in the Guadalupe room &the Student
Union Applications due Feb 8th For more
information, contact Dave Rude! at 924.5931

Saturday
Spartan basketball
Doubleheader in the Event Center The
women take on the University of Flawan at
5 30 p m and the men play Boise State University at 7 30 p m Free admission for students with a Tower Card
Filipino Nursing Students Association
’Which path to take’’’ Third annual nursing students national conferenoe from 8 a.m
to 5 p m in the Uhmumum room of the Student Union For more information. contact
391-9721
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Run for
Associated Students Government!
How ?
Step
Pick up a candidate application packet currently available in the Associated
Students Government Office
(A.S. House located in front of Duncan Hall, 2nd floor.)
Step 2:
Orientation session: Tuesday, 2/5
Candidate
MANDATORY
one
Attend
2/6 @i:3o - 2:3o pm in
Wednesday,
5:30 -6:3o pm in Pacifica Room OR
Pacifica Room OR Thursday, 2/14 @ 4:00-5:00 pm in Council Chambers.
Step 3:
Turn in a Candidate Application to the Student Life Center, Old Cafeteria
Building, no later than 5:oo pm on Friday, February 15, 2002.

arf0

wire
ring

Attending an A.S. Board of Directors Meeting is highly encouraged! For more information,
Please call (408) 9i4-5955.

Be cool. Going from one store to the next is a
drag. Smart SJSU students know where they
can get it all. Spartan Bookstore has textbooks,
SJSU apparel, snacks, supplies, magazines, and
much more!

SPORTS

Despite disappointing meet,
bowling team still upbeat

Vaulting into the lead ...

By Ali F’ard
DAILY STAFF. WRITER
The third annual Silicon Valley
Classic bowling tournament at
Moonlite Lanes in Santa Clara
ended Sunday with the Fresno
State Bulldogs taking first place
in the men’s division and the Cal
State Fullerton Titans talcing first
in the women’s division.
The two-day event, sponsored
by San Jose State University’s
bowling teams, brought together
more than 10 different universities around California to bowl for
first and second place scholarships for their bowling t,eams.
Although neither division of
the SJSU teams succeeded in
winning scholarships, there were
many notable achievements.
On the women’s team, Annette
Miller rolled a 297 in Game 7,
three pins away from scoring a
perfect game.
"I was kind of relaxed. I didn’t
look at the scores or pay attention,"
Miller said. "With my first ball on
the tenth frame, I was relaxed;
with the second, I was nervous,
and then on the third I was happy."
According to head coach Sheri
Totnisaka-Wong, it was hard for
the SJSU women’s bowling team
to be let down by the competition
because of the many personal successes the bowlers had achieved.
’They did pretty well," TomisaIca-Wong said.They set individual
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1.;
Kasey Carter performed on the balance
beam, an event she tied for first in, during a
gymnastics meet in Spartan Complex on Saturday. Dani Albright finished first in the vault and
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her first place finish in the floor excercise gave
the Spartans the team title over Utah State in
the first home meet of the year. UC Davis finished in third followed by Alaska:Anchorage.

goals and accomplished them."
The Bulldogs had usually been
the women’s team’s biggest competition this year, which made it a
surprise that Fullerton was able
to get first, Tomisaka-Wong said.
The SJSU men’s bowling team
was split into two teams of five
called the blue team and the gold
team.
The blue team had to play
Fullerton once on the second day
to see who would challenge Fresno in the final round and then
again to find out who would
receive second after the Bulldogs
beat the Titans.
"I didn’t mind it. They’re competitive. They’re nice guys," said
Marc Sanwo, an SJSU bowler.
The event had competitions
between all participating teams in
the first half of both days, with the
eight teams that scored the highest entering the baker elimination
round.
The elimination format is used
in many professional bowling
tournaments and is known for its
inconsistent patterns of rotating
each of the five players on the
team, per frame, in a series. The
variety becomes a challenge in the
way in which bowlers strategize
their actions.
This is one of the aspects that
made the competition a challenge
for both the blue and the gold
teams, said Brad Bargabus, assistant coach of the SJSU men’s divi-

sion bowling teams.
"In the way the formai is, it’s
anybody’s game," Bargabus said.
"Sometimes it comes down to
luck. I wouldn’t have done anything differently."
Many of the players on the
SJSU bowling teams were listed
on the top 10 average lists in both
days.
Both Phil Campit, of the SJSU
blue team, and Jason Reinfeld,
team captain of the SJSU gold
team, shared the highest averages
of all the players with 234 points on
Saturday and Sunday, respectively.
"VVith the baker format, you
can’t make a mistake. Any mistake you make will hurt you,"
Reinfeld said. "Normally, teams
need an average of 180 t,o win. We
were bowling 240s. It was tough."
In the three years that the
tournament has taken place,
SJSU has never been awarded
first-place scholarships, which
offer $500 for the men’s division
and $400 for the women’s division.
"The matches were exciting. A
lot came down to the last game
and last frame," said Lindsay
Wong, men’s bowling coach. "A
couple of teams that weren’t
heavy threats beat the top teams,
and that was exciting."
Long Beach State had won the
event last year but was unable to
crack the top eight on either day
of this year’s event.

Spartan tennis team looking to improve in 2002 campaign
By Joseph Weaver
DAILY STAFF WRITER
This year’s tennis team is made
up of a diverse group of players
that are planning to take the Spartans up the college tennis ladder.
The Spartans are coming off of
a 7-15 season and hope to elevate
themselves in the Western Athletic Conference standings.
"Our goal as a team is to finish
in the top five in the conference,"
head coach Anh-Dao Nguyen said.
Nguyen said she believes that
newcomers Ana Lukner and
Noelle Lee will provide the team
with a stronger foundation at the
top of their linetiP.’
Lukner, a sophomore who
transferred from the University of
Texas, is expected to be the team’s
No. 1 singles player, according to
Nguyen.
"I’m ping to do as much as possible to help the team do much
better than last year," Luluter

said. "All I can do is just go out,
have fun and play good tennis."
Lee, a freshman from Waipahu,
Hawaii, is expected to be the team’s
No. 2 singles player and plans to
team up with Lukner to form the
Spartans top doubles team.
"I’mjust looking to get a feel for
things," Lee said. "As a freshman
I still think I have a lot to learn
about college tennis. I’m planning
on doing as much for the team as I
can."
The only previous action the
Spartans have seen this year was
in September in the Bulldog
Women’s Classic in Fresno. In
that tournament, Lee won her
first three matches before losing
in the quarterfinals to tournament
No. 3 seed Chloe Carlotti of Fresno
State University.
The duo of Lukner and Lee
teamed up to make it to the third
round of the tournament before
getting knocked out by Christina
Fusano and Nicole Havlicek of UC

Berkeley
With the experience in the
Fre.zno tournament behind them.
the Spartans can focus on the
team,’ goal of improving their
WA(’ position.
The conference will present
many challenges that the Spartans hope to stack up well against.
"There are many really good
teams in our conference," Nguyen
said. "Fresno Stat,e (University).
Rice (University), SMU (Southern
Methodist University) and (University of) Tulsa are all very

VSlortlell
Be an Angel...
Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-30 years old,
healthy, bright & responsible:
Call Family Fertility Center
All nationalities needed

tough."
The roster of the tennis team
has a definite.international flavor.
The team features players from
England, Slovenia, Sweden,
Hawaii and four Bay Area natives.
’This is a very close-knit team,
we get along really well," Lee said.
Nguyen seconded Lee’s sentiments that the team is a cohesive
group.

Bryan
fORONTO (AP)
McCabe had two goals and an
assist to lead the Toronto Maple
Leaftj to a 4-3 victory over the
San: Jose Sharks on Tuesday
night.
Jbnas Hoglund added a goal
and, tin assist for the Maple
Leafs.
Tiironto has won just three of
their last 11 games.
Todd Harvey scored two
goals for the Sharks, who are
winless in four games of a fivegame road trip (0-3-1).
Toronto’s Alexander Mogilny

was knocked out of the game in
the first period with a bac
injury after being checked int
the boards by Brad Stuart.
Mogilny, yelling in pain,
remained on the ice for fly
minutes before being helped off.
He did not return.
McCabe’s one-timer at 13:39
of the second period gave Toronto a 3-1 lead.
His wrist shot on the power
play made it 4-1 at 1:44 of the
third. McCabe, who has scored
11 goals, had his third two-goal
game of the season.
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Generous Compensation

Tired of arriving to campus early to look for parking?
Save your energy for class and ride VTA to SJSU.
Avoid the parking hassle by taking
advantage of your Transit Access Pass
It’s valid on all VTA Light Rail, Bus and
eligible Paratransit services.
Not sure how to ride VTA to SJSU?
Contact the A.S. Transportation Solutions
Program for a trip plan, they’re located in
the A.S. Business office. You can also visit
them on-line at as.sjsu.eciu/tsp or call
(408) 924-RIDE.

Spartan
Basketball
vs.
KIP
Thumb% len. 31st
7:110
The Event Center

VTA Service Information:
24-hour telephone information
(408) 321-2300

Exciting Doubleheader
Saturday, Feb. 2nd
The Event Center
Spartan Women
vs.
Bewail
5:80 PM
Spartan Men
vs.
BOISE STATE
8:00 PM
Free Admission ler Students
with Tower Card

"Our team is really good,"
Lukner said. "We have very good
energy and we are a strong team
mentally."
The tennis team is scheduled to
its season on Feb. 5 on the road
against the University of San
Francisco. The teams’ home opener is slated for Feb. 8 at the Los
Gatos Swim and Racquet Club
against Cal-State Fullerton.

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES

1-800-939-6886

McCabe ignites Leafs

"This is a really good group to
coach," Nguyen said. "They work
very well together and that makes
my job much easier."
The top returning players for
the team are seniors Anna Nordell
and Helen Van. Nordell and Van
had brief experiences last year as
the teams’ top-two players, which
should provide depth behind
Lukner and Lee.

Hearing Impaired (TDD only)
(408) 321-2330
www.vta.org
Velley TronsPortotion Authority
Ibrt

every trip you take
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HOCKEY. Tools needed to play game include snorkel, soft flippers, mask, small hand-held stick and breath control
4 continued from Page I
ferent levels)," he said. "Anyone
can play tournaments, it just
depends on whoever hes time to
30-"
Banks said that the next big
tournament for Club Puck is
scheduled for the weekend of
March 30 in Calgary, Canada.
Not all of the players are from
San Jose, and not all are SJSU
students, he said.
Laurent Bonetto is an engineer from Berkeley, and said he
got hooked on the sport after trying it out more than a year ago.

"My neighbor, who played the
sport, told me about it and I
decided to try it out," Bonetto
said. "I’m not a great swimmer,
but I was interested in the craziness."
There’s more to this sport than
regular hockey though, he said.
"Since it’s underwater, most
importantly, you have to learn
good breath control. You have to
anticipate the next move a lot to
know when to go down or to come
up for air," he said.
Bonetto said the game is similar to ice hockey.
A weighted puck is used to so
it can sit at the bottom of the

pool. There are six players on
each team and players dive to the
bottom of the pool to flick the
puck with a small wooden stick,
which is the only thing allowed to
touch the puck, Bonetto said.
Like a lot of sports, the main
obstacle is to get the puck into the
opponent’s goal, which is
described as a "metal trough"
that sits at the bottom of the pool.
He also said anyone can join
and that the only equipment a
person needs is a snorkel, flippers, a mask and a small handheld wooden stick, which the
team provides for first-time players.

That was the case for Courtney Smyth, an international
exchange student from Brisbane,
Australia and a computers in art
design, research and education
major at SJSU.
She said Jan. 24 was her first
night playing the sport.
She said that she’s heard
about the sport in Australia, but
never got a chance to try it out.
"I wanted to try something
new, so I came to the pool to see
what they had," she said. "I
asked about the water polo team,
but since I’ve never played before,
they said there was no way I
could join. So they told me to try

this underwater hockey team. All
I had to do join was show up."
Smyth said she was more
excited than nervous.
"Everyone has been so incredibly friendly," she said "I didn’t
havP onything, they gave me all
of this gear."
Looking out at the pool, Smyth
said she "has absolutely no idea
what is going on, but the best way
to learn how to swim is to jump
in."
Not all the players on the team
compete in tournaments, however.
Scott Shrader, a drywall contractor who lives in San Jose said

that for now, underwater hockey
is just a recreational thing for
him.
He joined the team a couple of
months ago and said he plans to
continue playing. "I met two guys
that were on the team when I was
diving out in Fort Ross," he said.
"I like it a lot, I think I’m going to
stay with it it’s great."
Anyone interested in trying
out underwater hockey can go to
the practices, at 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
on Tuesdays and Thursdays and
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Sundays
at the Aquatic Center at SJSU or
they can contact Kendall Banks
at kendalIctv@aol.com.

KSJS . Recruitment of students scheduled to last until Feb. 12

roulitain of youth

continued from Page

place at the Student Union
Amphitheater.
Martinez said the events attract a lot
of people and helps recruitment success.
"Last semester we had around 150 to
200 students that joined," he said.
He also said that the number of students who join the staff has grown each
semester and that he hopes that this
semester will do just as well.
He said that KSJS has the most
diverse group of people and is also
called, "the other San Jose State sport."
The first meeting was held on Tuesday and served as an informational
meeting for new students. Robles said
this is where interested students are
introduced to the different departments
of the station, which includes sports,
club events, promotions and concerts.
She said anyone can fit into the station, because there are many different
aspects.
Robles said that many people who
take

Ivan Kashinsky / Daily Staff
Logan Price played in the fountain in the middle of Tower Lawn on Tuesday.

show up for the meetings are doing it
for fun, but she’s seen cases where students become serious about the radio
station.
"The things you learn here can be
applied to the real world," she said.
"Not only that you can meet a lot of people you might not have ever met if you
didn’t do this."
She also said some people said they
were surprised that the work can be so
serious, but said that most importantly,
people should try to have fun and make
it a worthwhile experience.
Second-year senior Victoria Trask
said she has been with the station for
three years, and is currently serving
her second semester as office manager.
Trask, a criminal justice major, said
she first attempted to take a course on
how to be a DJ.
"After that, I realized Fm not someone who needs to talk on the radio," she
said.
She said her duties include maintaining supplies, checking the main email and taking care of the general

business line.
"I also have another job as a secretary," she said. "So the experience I
have here really helps me with my job
too."
Tonuny Kang, a senior majoring in
radio, television and film, has been with
the station for two years and is the
assistant production director. Kang has
also played a part in recruiting new
members.
"We’re not a commercial company, "
he said. "We’re not trying to push the
program in people’s faces and saying
their life will be better if they do it, but
I would love for someone to benefit from
it."
Kang also said that student reaction
has been good and that many students
are surprised that SJSU even has a
radio station. A lot are interested in
being able to go on the air and even
help in managing the station, he said.
"I think San Jose State is not just a
commuter school," he said. "As a Spartan, I chose to get more out of school
than just coming and going to classes."

PHN:
FAX:

408-924-3277
408-924-3282

classified@jmc.sjsu.edu
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
RECEPTIONIST / OPTOMETRY
Assist. PT, good career starter, no
exp nec. Will train. 408-956-0731.
FREE TV PROOUCT1ON Training
Become Ch. 6 INTERN & leam
producing, directing, cameras,
& more. Call 650-494-8686 for
details.
CASHIERS NEEDED Full or
Part-Trne. Flextde hours, including
eves & weekends. 4th & Santa
Clara Chevron. 408-295-3964
or tax resume 408-295-4659.
UP TO $20 AN HOUR Seeking
fun, energetic, and responsible
individuals for entertainment
company. Must know current
music. Levi - 573-1700.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for Students!
Eam $250 eve weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876
**PLAYMATE /BABYSITTER**
Immediate Opening, Part-Time
Work with 7 yr old boy in Los
Gatos. You should be Athletic,
Fun, Creative & Absolutely
Love Children. References
w/kids req’d. Must Drive.
EXCELLENT SALARY. Every
Friday 3pm to ?Plus occasional
Saturdays and Sundays. Call
408-888-5449
COMPUTER, INTERNET People
Wanted. Up to $25-$75/hr
PT/FT. Free booklet
800-437-9165, 24 hr rec
www.LiveLifeFully.com
TELEMARKETING /BIZ DEV
B2B sofhvare dev services,
PT/FT. Some mkto research.
Cornm & mktg majors invited.
Requires *Int comm & phone
skills; good PC s/w skills.
$10-$13/hrvincentive+comm.
www.softwarequality.com
408-452-9900
CAdain advertisements In
mese columns may riper the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupon for discount
vecations Of merchandise.

THEATER AND DANCE
Instructors for Children.
Theater training provided.
1-10 hours week. Must have
car. Good Pay. Must have
experience working with
children. ECE units a plUS
Call Carol 408/265-5096

$35-585/HRI Wear costume 0
events 4 kids, Silty +SF. FUN! Must
have car, be aver Ands. No exp
req’d. Wil train. Call 831-457-8166.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation

_

TRAVEL

CANCUN
TODAY S
SPRING BREAK VACATIONS
7
Nights
/
Air
/ Hotel / Transfers
SUBSTITUTE
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
FROM: $670.00 per person*
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
RECREATION LEADERS
Looking for your not so traditional Special Ed & Regular Class,
*based on quad occupancy
bike messengers. You don’t $10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch. Join the SMALL WORLD plus $85.00 US & Mexico Tax.
Substitute
Dist.
Call
867-3424
x504
for
info
SCHOOLS
team
as
a
need experience we’ll train you.
Air Fare via Mexicana Air Lines
ACROSS
You will need a bike, lock, & application. Immediate Need. Teacher/ Rec Leader & enioy the Call 1-800-223-1815.
For Part-Tlme and
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Nearly shut
flexibility you need. Small World
Full -Time Positions, call helmet & common sense. All
Ca seller of travel k2054582. 5 Ravine
TEACHERS,
SUBS
is
looking
for
students
Schools
HALLMARK PERSONNEL welcome to appy for this fun,
Mexico
Value
Priced
Travel
IVP
and
10 Jowls
wanting to work with children in
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983 flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
RECREATION LEADERS
our before and after school care Vacations
14Rule""eme
Office jobs in local companies person at Inner City Express
usaidimais lalIALKI ULTJUJIall
15 Abrasive mineral
Students/grads/career change 22 W. Saint John St. San Jose. Enjoy working with kids? Join programs. As a substitute you
the team at Small World can choose which days you’re WORDPROCESSING 16 Zone
raliCIDENAI IillIn UMW
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire Cross street is N. First.
Schools, get great experience available for work. The only
17 Firmly
MCIMOCIOVIOliglOM
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
WORKING
WITH
CHILDREN
established
is
your
desire
requirement
PROFESSIONAL
BOMOM BOB 0110M0
Phone: (650) 320-9698
before to work with children ages
AGES
5-12
years
in
our
short
19
Stop
EMPLOYMENT
PROCESSING
WORD
Fax: (650) 320-9688
UMOM UUD ONO
and after school rec. programs. 6 through 12 years in a tun Have your theses. term papers, 0 Well-fed
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
MOM MOO BM BOBO
Childcare/Nannies SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS recreation type atmosphere. group
projects, etc. profession- i Basketball move
mu OB
MOO
IBM
in
otters
competitve
pay,
health
Small.
Call 408-283-9200 today for an ally typed. APA a specialty. ,3
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
OEICIMIEIEIO BIM MOO
Dogpatth
Local valet company in search CHILD CARE/NANNY PT 8. FT benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent interview,or fax your resume Experienced & dependable.
training,
and
a
fun
work
environto 408-253-9201.
0010 BOO 00011
Almaden/Branham area. Call 5 Not anybody
of enthusiastic and energetic Established Los Gatos agency
Linda tor an appointment at 6 Units of
0030M MMO 00000
individuals to work at nearby seeks warm, caring students ment. We can often offer flexible
hours around your school
resistance
(408) 264-4504.
for part and full time
malls, hotels 8 private events.
MBUIOEGILIOCIIIIOB
SERVICES
schedule. This is a great job
cam um ocoragio
9 Seine moorages
nanny positions.
FT/PT available We will work
41 Track down
for both men and women.
We list only the best jobs!
around your busy school
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
HEALTH/
BEAUTY
laungo E11311 EGI1113101A
Call
408-283-9200,
ext.
10
or
memento
45
Luau
schedule. Must have clean Hours flexible around school
12MIEICI LIILagl WEIOCIOM
fax resume to 408-283-9201. (includes cosmetic) 569.0o per
4 6 Absorbed
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
DMV. Lots of fun & eam good
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info PREGNANT? NEED HELP? s7 Did garden wOrtt
You
will
need
at
least
6
units
in
$15-$18/HR
money. Call 867-7275.
1.28-02
c 2002 110,1ed Feature Synclocite lrc
call 1-800-655-3225 or
Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or c8 Kerosene bumer
STANFORD PARK NANNIES ECE, recreation, music, dance,
irmov.studentdental.com or
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential. 0 Financial
3 Baseball’s
32 Farewell
art, phys ed, human services,
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
408-395-3043
envw.goldenwestdentatcom
Tommie
33 Dollar fractions
social welfare, nursing, sociology,
support
Student Friendly - Will Train
www.spnannies.com
min
ON-30
CLOTHES
MTH
ALL
oft
4 Wards
34 Borders
psychology, home economics,
1 Sidesteps
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
PROFESSIONAL
massage-back, neck, hands. feet. 2 Fabric unit
5 ’ whizl"
36 Not wholesale
**PLAYMATE /BABYSITTER or elementary education.
408-247-4827
WORD PROCESSING
Feels Too good! Great gift. too
37 Deli offering
Summer, in
6 Ms Thurman
Immediate Opening, Pad-Time
term
papers.
theses,
your
Have
Not Licensed $15 408-390 7935
7
Rent
out
39 Three-pronged
Quebec
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL Work with 7 yr old boy In Los
OPPORTUNMES group projects, etc. profession8
Isms
spears
locale
Damascus
help needed for small exclusive Gatos. You should be Athletic,
ally typed. APA a specialty.
9 Type of power
40 Diet no-no
5 Zoo staffers
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Fun, Creative & Absolutely A GOOD BARTENDER can Experienced 8 dependable.
LOST & FOUND
plant
42 Craving
Sloppy kiss
Must be reliable, honest, able to Love Children. References earn up to $1000 per week Almaden/Branham area. Call
10 Yakked
45 Move out
7 Couch
do physical work. Prefer exp w/kids req’d. Must Drive. We’ll make you a great Linda for an appointment at
LOST & FOUND ADS are
11 Sheik
46 Mind
offered FREE as a SERVICE to 9 Finger opposite
wonting w/ dogs, but will train. Excellent Salary. Every Friday Bartenderl Call 1-800-670-9048
(408) 264-4504.
1 Heavenly
12 Oasis feature
48 Country parson
Great oppty for dog lover. Can 3pm to ? Plus occasional
the CAMPUS COMMUNITY.
13 Quaff with
50 Great
54 Dock
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or Saturdays and Sundays. Call
horned
.8 Aspinn target
sushi
4084388-5449
Call 371-9115.
18 Have winter
51 Vaulted recess
59 Pocket computer
fun
52 Hardware item
.3 Fine sediment
4 Ayn’s shrugger
22 Have in mind
53 Respiratory
organ
24 Truth benders
5 Meadow rodent
55 Surmounting
25 Badminton
6 Wings
56 Proper function
7 Tint again
need
- OR NATIONAL / AGENCY FtATES CALL 408-924-3277
F
57 Ott -duty
26 Earthenware
Fenang sword
pots
60 Attorney’s deg
61 Flonda
DOWN
27 Cumbersome
rininacd3.6n6s3)3adribidi 15e3 3mtdraricdint sTicontarnso
28 Sourdough
feature
1 Tacks on
62 Function
30 RN assistant
2 Actor Grey
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

Name

Please check

Five
Four
Days Days
$13
$11
$9
$7
$5
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
FBELLUINCY Dflc0Ltim
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off.
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

Address

one classification:

One
Day

Two
Days

Three
Days

Crty it State

Zip code

Pecos

Send eheck or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
111 All ads are prepaid le No refunds on canceled ads.
II Rates for consecutive publication dates only
? OUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

lost and Found*
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
__Heallh/Eleauty
_Sports/Thriiis
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutonng
_Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount tor other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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DORMS:

BOOKS: Limited options onhne
continued from Page I
"At the Spartan Bookstore,
you don’t have to pay for shipping
and handling if you order online,
and you don’t have t,o wait for
them to arrive," Wong said.
Many of the same prices at the
Spartan Bookstore can also be
found across the street at
Robert’s Bookstore, where most
of the required textbooks for
courses can be purchased.
’We carry the exact books the
teachers have asked for," said
Karen Reis, Robert’s Bookstore
manager.
San Jose State University student Asher Lim said that
Robert’s Bookstore’s prices are
sometimes cheaper than the
Spartan Bookstore, and there is
less waiting in line.
Sophomore Robert Ling said
he finds Robert’s Bookstore, to be
more convenient location to his
apartment.
Victoria Villagomez, a senior
majoring in human resources,
said that Robert’s Bookstore is
sometimes a little cheaper, and it
also gives more money when the
books are bought back.
"I got $40 back at Robert’s for
one of my book’s and the Spartan
Bookstore gave me only $15
back," Villagomez said.
Angela Gonzalez, an undeclared freshman, said that
Robert’s Bookstore has fewer
crowds and there are more assistants available to help students
find the books they need.
Engineering student Paul
’Fran said he likes to order most

of his books online to avoid lines.
"I don’t mind paying the extra
shipping fees either because it’s
worth it," he said. "Because then
I don’t have to carry all of the
books home on the bus."
"I have also found many books
online that are cheaper than
Spartan Bookstore’s book prices,
but you really have to search for
them, but it’s worth it, because it
pays for the shipping costs," Tran
said.
Heather Bey, an undeclared
sophomore, said online book
shopping has never been her
favorite way to get her books.
"I’ve never been able to find all
of the books that I need at the
same online bookstore," Bey said.
"I really don’t think that the
shipping fees are fair, and then
you have to wait for the books to
get to you house."
One online textbook store,
classbook.com, offers a flat shipping rate of $4.95, regardless of
how many books you order.
According to classbook.com’s
Web site, "Most orders are
shipped in 24 hours and arrive at
your doorstep in six to 10 days."
Another online retailer, ecampus.com, said at ecampus.com,
students get free standard shipping on orders over $99.
Ecampus.com provides UPS
ground shipping of one to five
business days, and charges a
$1.99 flat rate plus $1.99 for each
textbook ordered.
Barnes and Noble’s Web site
offers fast textbook delivery of
one day with UPS next day air
for $11.99 per order, plus $2.99
per item ordered.

Correction
In the Jan. 25 issue of the Spartan Daily, the article titled "Late
Permits delay enforcement" said the parlcing permits have not
been received by the Bursar’s Office.
According to Marlene Anderson of the Bursar’s Office, the permits have been received, are in the process of being mailed out to
those who have pre-ordered them and are also available to be
picked up by students who wish to purchase them.
The Daily regrets the errors.
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Some residents say bins aren’t easily accessible from their rooms

continued from Page 1
According to housing officials,
students may not have inunediately noticed the bins because of
the holiday vacations that
occurred during the release time.
Since their placement, however,
the campus recycle bins have
attracted student attention.
Some students residing in the
dorms said they thought the bins
are an admirable attempt at
recycling, but feel the idea still
falls short.
"I recycle," said senior computer science nukjor and Joe West
Hall resident Steve Cattaneo.
"But I don’t use the dorm recycle
bins. I would use them, but it
isn’t convenient."
Grosch said he sympathizes
with students on this issue and is
actively promoting the recycling
program.
"It is hard for residents to take
a bag of garbage down to the bins
and have to sort it there," Grosch
said. "Right now, we are working
on getting paper bins; one for
each room."
Cattaneo is not alone in his

view of dorm recycling.
"I would recycle if there were
more facilities," said senior Management Information Systems
major and Joe West Hall resident
Scott Sanborn. "In the dorms it’s
not very convenient to go down to
the ground floor to drop off recycling. If they put a recycle bin on
every floor near the garbage
cans, I would take full advantage
of the service."
Wendy Chan, a Hoover Hall
resident and senior computer
engineering major, said she takes
advantage of the recycling service for residents.
"I was just now looking for the
bins," Chan said. "I use them
about once every two weelcs."
If the bins weren’t near the
dorms, Chan said she was skeptical if she would recycle at school.
Joe West Hall resident, Erin
Denny-Miller, didn’t know anything about the recycling program.
"I don’t even }mow where they
are," Denny-Miller said. "If I
knew where they were, I would
use them."
The main goal of the project is to
inform students of the importance

of recycling, said Diana Tran.
"We want people to understand how much we do waste and
the importance of conservation,"
said ’Fran, the interim community relations coordinator for the
housing department. "We recycle
in the office as well and I didn’t
realize how much paper we used
until I began sorting it to recycle."
Grosch said he is ambitious
about the recycling program.
"Without visions, without passions, without desires and without the will to succeed, the world
would be a hopeless place,"
Grosch said.
The dorm-recycling program is
funded by university housing
department and is not a fee that
students should ever expect to pay.
"The campus has always recycled, but these bins were a first
for the dorms," said Margaret
Hom, the housing departments
associate director for facilities.
"Housing takes care of the resident halls only. The university
provides the bins two 1.5 cubicyard containers per dorm. One
bin is strictly for paper products,

the other is for bottles, cans and
plastics."
Browning Ferris Industries, or
BFI, is located in San Jose and is
responsible for servicing the bins
on campus. According to BFI personnel, it is an easy process to
sign-up for the company’s recycling service.
"San Jose State University
called us and requested some recycle bins. We opened the account
and began the service," said Customer Service Representative
Elaine Alonzo. "Depending on the
need, our trucks will come a few
times a week to dump the bins."
According to Grosch, Helping
Our Planet Earth depends on
outside sources for funding. The
group currently is working with
the City of San Jose, he said. If all
goes as planned, the proposed
paper bins could be seen in dorm
rooms as early as the upcoming
fall semester, Grosch said.
For more information call
Inter-Resident Hall Association,
at 408-924-6188. All general
recycling questions should be
directed to the SJSU housing
office at 408-924-6160.

BUY 1 GET

DESKS: Not all rooms have the new seats for students
continued from Page I
However, there are still many
of the older chairs inside classrooms in the third and fourth
floors of Sweeney Hall. There are
no immediate plans to purchase
more chairs for the building,
Miller said.
"They’re better than the one’s
from last year," said Cathy Tong,
a senior in the child development
program.
Some students believe that
the chairs don’t quite bring too
much added change into the
building.
"The only problem I have is
that there isn’t a lot of desk
space. You can’t take a lot of
notes unless you spread out a
bit," Tong said. "They look nicer
because they’re all the same.

PART-TIME

Before, some were wobbly; some
were large, small."
The new chairs are just one of
the features that have signifi-
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cantly changed the look and feel
of Sweeney Hall. A new coat of
paint was added on the building
during last semester.
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When it’s time to find the right job, you’ve got to know where to
!ook. JobGusher.com is the all -new job search Web site for students
and recent graduates. Here’s what JobGushercom has to offer:
Great Jobs
Powerful Job Search Tools
Top Employers
Help by phone, email and chat
We’ll even notify you by text messaging through a digital pager
and/or a cell phone when there’s a match. Finding the right job has
never been easier. Just visit www.jobgusher.corn or call 866-JOB-GUSH
and find the job you want today!
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School’s in and you dont have time to waste.
Go straight to the source, Spartan Bookstore.
We are your mega back to school
store. From textbooks to school supplies.
While you are here check out the
wide selection of official SJSU gear.
If you are on the net swing by
@ SpartanBookstore.com.
We are always open
for you.

